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A man said: nThou tree 1 n The tree answered with 
the same scorn: 
.. ~ .. .!. 
"'-:• 
"Thou mant Thou art gr.eater than I only in thy 
possibilities." 
... 
---Stephen Crane 
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. ,,, FUNCTIONAL IMAGERY IN THE SHOB·T FICTION OF ~ I ' ' STEP HEN. CRA!fE 
.. 
·~\ . 
. ·., by Gerard·J. Dullea 
• It•" 
... 
Abstract 
..... 
' This thesis, following the theory that form and 
, .. 
content in.art are ultimately inseparable, attempts·to' 
. / 
' examine some of Stephen·cra.ne•s short fiction and to dis-
cover.that the themes of ,these stories and the languag~ 
u-sed to present them are mutually interdependent. 
• 
The stories examined -- "An Experiment in Misery," 
. 
"The Men in the Storm," "The Open Boat,n "Th~ Blue Hotel," ~ "- \ -';,c, 
"The Monster," "His. New Mittens,·" and "The Kn'ife" -- are 
considered in groµP~ determined by their general settings \ I . . 
and subject matter: the Bowery, la~d ~nd sea, and Wh.11om-
r v1·1{b~~-A Whatever the setting and ostensible subject matter, :4-
however, the stories turn out to be very s1m1lar in theme . .. 
and in imagery. In Crane's fiction, man is constantly at 
· · war -- with himself and with his environment. The images 
that describe these wars most frequently invert what we. 
have come to believe is the· "-chain of being"; Crane's 
r . 
,, 
. r~ , men have an1mal1st1c and mechanical qualities, while an1-
. " 
mals and inanimate objects are endowed~th qualities 
"higher" than those usually predicated of them. 
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This paradoxical shifting of tra.d1t1o?l . 
,. , <:''~ . positions. in the cosmos · is the e,ssence of Crane I s use 
or~ me-taphor. He employs it again and again to stress 
man's false pride in his own being. The pride that 
man has 1n himself and the subsequen.t sense of indepen-
dence that it _engenders are, to Crane, man's worst sins. 
- .For the essence of humanity, he says, is brotherhood. 
Unless a man lives with and for --n-1s fellows, he must be. 
\ 
punished. Crane punishes him by depriving him of his 
human~ty. 
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.Intro·duction · 
-· 
·r 
., 
I 
,_( 
' . 
Stephen Crane's· fiction has been consi-dered natu..:. 
·. , 
· ralistic, impressioni.:s·tic., symbolic, and all possible com-""' . ;"' \.._ 
. ' blnations of ·t1hesa general styles.l Certainly,· each of 
- ·~ 
-the sa; labels has pertinence. The present cone~, however, 
,,. ...... -.. , --,,,.':'---
is not so much with labels as with the method which has __ ::) 
inspired them. Nearly all of C~ane 1 s work deals with themas 
usually considered naturalistic, but these themes are p~e~ 
sentad in 1.anguage which is almost overly imagistic. This 
study proposes _to examlna · a few reprasent·ative examples of 
/ 
··-
----··· 
~,t this language and to show how they affect the themes they 
present. 
\ "Imagery" is he re used· as- a general term which en-
' 
. 
compasses tha various meanings, shadings, stra~gths, and 
applications of metaphor: metaphor i·tself, simile, and im- · • .l('SJ 
J 
• plied comparison, a ·.word or phrase whi.ch rami:p.ds· us of· , 
so.ma thing else, but ·which. does not- make e~lici t bo_th 
;,;-
members of th~ comp.arison. Thus, this study will igno·re 
several common types of images, those which stand only . . . 
.· 
·for themselves (s.uch as .a vivi,~d but nonetheless literal. -~ 
description)· and those which are truly· syinbolic.i which _ 
.... 
. 
' 
·· stand for·something sup·pli,ed by ,the reader and not·e_xpli·-·. 
. 
. 
citly expressed in- the story. (colors are an especially 
·1 .' 
frequent ex~mple of this ,tn,a in Crane's fiction). Such 
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. ~ lim1 tatioris ·· are probably unfair to Crane's work since all 
I(\ . . . of these type_~ ·work together _in the ·best of his fiction, 
but P.racticali ty demands selection from the abundance_. · 
-·· ··/ 
I ' 
The constant concern qf Crane i.s' man's re -
1
ionship 
. 
.,p-' .-. 
to his environment. This relationshiJ is usually k·a of · 
struggle, whether .the ostensible.subject matter is actually . ~ 
military ac-ti vi ty, the Bowery and other aspects of New York . ~ 
life, Whilomville, the frontier, or the ~ea.2 As Male says, 
"For Crane, ••• life is war·, its basic principles being ex-
ternal force,· internal vividness, and incongruity everywhere 
between them ••.• [r]nsofar ash~ recognizes that motive 
and. act, object and subject, self and world have become 
unglued, he fin'ds his inevitable fictional form in,..irony. n3 --
Again .and agairi, · Crttne works· and reworks the natu-
<II 
ralistic theme o.f man's weakness in the f'ace of his. en-
.. . .. vironment, particularly nature •. The conrlict, as Male 
· suggests, is dealt with ironirially. The ess~nce of this. 
L 
irony lies in the language of the storia s, in the images 
Crane employs to pre sent his case. r1an, who according to 
4· . 
• 
·, 
( . 
. 
more traditional th_eorie s should dominate the nstural world,· 
' 
. is likened to a part o.f his e.nvironment, which domi~ates · J 
"'· « 
f,.~11 him. The image is frequently reverse~ and ~ture is 
: 
. 
animated and often person~f'ied.4 " 
. ' ~, The stories here· chosen. to· exemplify this general 
pattern ··are .arranged mostly in chrqnological order5. with 
I) . 
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..~,..\-' one exception made so that general subject matter may-.be · 
~ 
I grouped InQre logically. · Thus, "An Experim~r,t in Misery" 
(Ap:r.il, 1894) and "The Men in· the s·tormn (OctobeP, 1894,,_ '~: 
, 
are considered together as Bowery tales; . "The Open Boat" 
.• ( June~~ 1897) and ~-The Blue Hotel n (Novembe r-Decembar, 1898) a 
, 
' } as "elemental" tales in -which-rnanfaces nature with only. 
,.,. 
:. ' 
·'~ 
·,·. . . 
a minimwn of surrounding ncivil;_~zation"; and '"The Mons·ter" 
{August, 1898), "His·1lewMittenstt (November, 1898), and. 
"The Knife" (March~ 1900), as Whilomville tales, showin~ 
Q~di fferent aspects of suburban life. "The Blue Hote 1" is 
obviously "mispla.ced" in this arrangement si1nce it was 
published between t·he last two to be discussed. But if 
strict chronology were to be maintained, "His ~raw Mittens" 
would be equally out of place because it is so different 
-· 
"" t' in subject ma-tter _and tone from the., generally violent 
stories of the middle period.6 In any case, since this 
"' 
study is not concerned directly with artistic development 
throughout Crane·, s ca_raer, this minor re arrangement should I . . 
. 
not a.ffect ·se·riously any ·conc_lusions to be drawn. )-
··, .: 
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Chapter I - ., . '. ·\ 
. 
' 
...... 
· Of the Bowery 
' 
"An Experiment :Ln !1is.ary'~ is a good introduction to 
·'--,. 
' 
the tales since it eases us i.nto the problerr1 of man and his 
. anvironmen·t and al$:O states early :tome of the patterns 
which will be developed at greater length in the later· 
' 
work~ Stallman claims that Crane "has not patterned the 
imagery, ••• and details whic .. h might have been converted 
to evoke sym·bol~c overtones are wastefully mi spent. n7 But 
definite image patterns do emerge ~rom\he story, and they 
are wide enough to encompass nearly_ every detail. The 
story is explicitly one. of social strife, and the s~ruggle 
of man is not so much against ng-ture in tha~·usua1- sense -of 
' 
the term as it is against the environment, tha ~ociety and 
civili.zation he has created around him; h'a struggles. 
! .. 
against a man-made "nature. 0 ·The story is important not 
N • 
. \ only in itself, as it _presents this very Peal aspect of 
the human struggle, but also because i-t fore.shadovJs "Tha 
Open Boat" in the 1;'heme of solidari ty8 in th~ face . of an 
indifferent nature and also the pattern of religious 
imagery which is s-o important in "The Blua Hotel." 
~ _ The· "nature n tha_t the youth and his companion, "the 
assassin," have. to contend with is animized and personif.ied •. ..• 
The corner saloon "stood with a voracious air," and its 
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ff 
• 
doors, snapping to an~ fro like_· ravenous lips; made 
. ~ 
gra ifie a. smacks as'{the saloon gorg·erd i tsalf wi_th pll.Utlp 
. . I •· - , . . . \ 
men, eating with asto~t?-<J~tng and_ endless appetite, smil~ng· 
/ 
~ 
. in· some ind.ascribable manner as the man came fron1 all dirac-
; 
tions .••• " (p.l~_O). The young man is ''swallowed" by this· 
. 
. 
saloon {p.140). The tone of this image is later picked-.up 
in the brief description of the basement restaurant, which 
,, t. 
. 
has a "seductive front" (p.145).- The flophouse is presented 
in different but.equally unpleasant terms. It is full or 
·> 
"strange and unspeakable od9rs, that assaiied him like 
\ 
malignant d.iseases with wings, n and thasa ''unholy ·odors 
[rush] out like fiends" when the door is opened··· (p. l[i-2). 
The shadows in the sleeping-room ~re "like mighty black 
fingers curled around the naked b.odias" (p.144). The whola 
' ( 
\atmo-sphere of the place is deathlike: the· corridor is 
-
. ' 
"gloom-shrouded" (p.142), and the lookers are like t·omb-
stones {pp.142-143). The morning sunlight, which might be 
axpect€3d to dispel this 9ppr.assive glo-om, · does' so, but in 
a ~iq_lant way: first appa~~~ _ a. "lo.ng lance -point of gray 
light," which finally turns to "the bright spears of the 
sun" that "routn the shadows (p.144). 
··· In contrast to the power of the environment, . the· 
. . 
. 
en in the_ story are made. lass than .human, often in a 
pitying way that conveys a sense of pathos to the. read.er. 
Some of the' men stand s~dly, "lika·'··c hickens in a stormn 
, ' 
,, :·, 
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. .... 
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-=c.__ 
' 
.:(', 
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(p ~140}; the • • assasain b_ags · init "the coaxing key of an af-
..,. ,, 
.. 
·fec_tionate puppy (p.141); and, to show his happiness and 
salf-siati sfaction, he adds something to his limp w_hich, 
giyes "a .suggestion of lB.mblika gambols" (p-~147) __ • T·ha men . . ( 
are also described in terms ~hich parallel the ·aeath-like . 
.:-·" . 
atmosphere, as they are "lying in death-like silence, or 
;,,' heaving and. snoring with trernendous a ffort, . like stabbed .. 
'1"'" 
fish11 (p .143). The whole gives 'a strange effect of a \ 
graveyard" as most of the men ara "statuesque, carven, 
, ~ 
dead"_ (p.143). A few othe_r images also re.verse expac,tad 
,r-
order: one man is "built like a pear" (p.144); the assas- · 
sin has "fingernails that rasped like files" (p.144); his 
• C" 
• 
• throat '~eels like a fryin' pant' (p.146); and ha has baen~-
called a ''wuthlass skunk" by a former boss (p.146). Only 
one man--and. he a member of the establishment, of the the 
enemy--is at all e.nnobled,_ and this is also done_ t~oug·h 
an animal image: the man in the restaurant stands "dragon 
. 
' / fa~hion, barring t.he way of a scape" ( p .146). Crowds fare 
no better than indi vid.uals: at one point "two rivers· of ( -
people [swarm] along the siiewa,lks 11 (p.140), and later the 
;" .. ~ people on the street are "fri.eze-lika" (p.147). 
' 
. 
R~ing beneath ali of these images and giving them 
-----
:,,.,..• 
still more power ,,1:~ the pattern of religious i'magary in 
. . 
" the story. Most striking ~s the statement4l that the man 
--·- -
come to the saloon "like sacrifices to a ·heathenish 
l 
/ 
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• e ...:dtc 4.._ 
,. 
·1, 
superstition" (p.140). Insi\3e, the man who ladles out the 
,· . 
soup ( like Scully in "The Blue Hotel") is "presiding like. a 
priest behind an altar" {p.140). The assassin is "prayer~ 
fuln (p.141), makes constant references to "Gawd" a11d one 
:J' 
· to "Hully Jee" (p.144),. takes an "oath by strange gods'' 
{p.145), and seems to rate uhully" and "damrr1t' among his 
favorite words. The nunholy atrnospheres" {p .• 145) and ''un-
p 
holy odors" w·b.ich are likened to "fie.nds" ·(p.14~) permeate 
. 
the entire story. The e·nvironment of the· Bowery is like a 
corrupt religion which gives its adherents only·frust~ation 
.. 
and death 1·nstead of the. hope ·and t~e higher life they 
seek. Thus the death image S· -{ the graveyard, the tombstones, 
the cot like a slab [p.143] ) are .. e'J.osel·y tied "t~o this· pat-
tern of perverse r-eligion. 
\ ' . Man has little hope in this society as ha is forced 
to. subrni t ·to the "imperturbabl'e granite wheels·n constitu-
, ' . 
d ' ting his·anvirorunent (p.143} ... · · Even the cable cars go "in 
silent procession, ••• moving with formidable power, calm 
,and irresistible, dangerful and gloomy, breaking silence 
' only by the loud fierce cry of the gong" ( p .140). · The 
elevated' s station also seems to n'3naca humanity, as "its 
laglike pillars seemed to resemble .. some monstrohs kind of 
.i 
crab squatting over the street 0 (p.140). But tl"le yo·uth, · 
like t,ha corra sponda.nt in "The Open Boat," recognizes that 
' t·he environ..ment ,-s menace • not a.cti valy hostile, but oniy 1S 
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indiff era nt: 
• 
J.· 
' 
.:. ~, - ... . .":c-~ 
.... 
--
., ~d. in the background a multitude.· of · 1 
bui·ldings, -of pitiless hues and sternly high,· 
were· to hirr1 emblematic of a nation forcing its 
_, . 
regal head into the clouds, throwing· no .down .... 
-
ward glances; in the sublimity ·or its aspira-
' tions ignoring the .wretches who may flounder 
at its reet. The roar of t~e city in ·his ear 
was to him the confusion of strange tongues, 
I ) 
_. babbling heedlessly; it was the clink of coin, 
the voice of the city's hopes, which were to him 
' 
no hopes. (p.147)~ 
> 
.. 
·"The !lien in the Storm" aihso d.eals with Botvery life, 
. ~ 
but here na:tura as we usually think of it plays a rr1ore 
f I 
~ ', 
.. 
. dire ct part. The "plot" of the story c9ncerns some Bowery 
men who are seeking shelter from a fierce blizzard. 
Stallman sees this storm a~ symbolic, as a storm of social 
. .,,;-..__ 
st·-rife, and the men as wa~ ting for a social change. 9 His 
- ._ symbolic int'erpr~tat:fon add.s an· interesting level to the 
story, but it goes outside of the text; ther~ is no indi-
/ 
cation that the st~rm is anything but physical. Nor does 
.it need to be. t\1hethe_r .. the storm is literal or symbolic, 
. one fact remains central: man is at the mercy of environ-
mental forces, at least for a while. 
' 
The terms, or images, used to describe the storm 
' . 
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are those of aggression. The men are caught in a "p.itiless 
whirl of snow'_' (p~l80), as the blizzard "swaepsn it upon 
them from a1.1· d.iractions ( p .179) ·. The "pitiless beat and 
.sweep of the storra" (p.179) stabs its victirr1s "like knives 
~" 
and needles" {p.179) -and "(see~s] out the men in their 
meager hiding places, and. '-skill.fully beat [s] in among them, ... 
drenching their persons with showers of fine stinging 
· .. f'lakesn {p.177). If this pers9nification is too subtle 
for some readers, Crane is more ~xplicit: "the driving 
<! 
snows acted as drivers, as ·man with whips" {p.177}. 
.fl This personification illustrates the.essentially 
paradoxical nature of Crane's habitual usage of imagery. 
He wants to show that environment is oftan a stronger force 
than human volition. To_ express thl.s idea he rriakas the en-
vironment human and man lass than human--inanimate, aniin.al-
like, ·etc. The ref ore his system seerus contrad_ictory ,· si nee 
ha at once affirms and denies ·tr.aditionally relative 
<:_ 
-strengths to the different orders.lo 
( 
"The Men· irf the Storm" carries out this double 
movement of t.ha · paradox. As nature is likened to a per-
son, people are lowered to more basic forms of nature. 
Thus they are like "sha-ep -in a winter's gale" {p.17t3),· 
"damn pigs" (p.179), "unresisting grass of the fields" 
(p.178), "statues of patience" (p.17'd), and a "heap· of 
snow-covered merchandisen (p.17B). Together, they have a 
{ . :. 
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ce·rtain power, but 1 t, too, is .·inanimate and .. therefor.a 
1 • 
. pr-obably 'use le as: they mo_ve "in a po_warful ~ wave of pushing 
. ' 
shou~ders" Jp· .17~) and form "a thick streamtt that· is "like 
a turbulen_t wata"J") forcing itself t·_hrough one tiny outlet" 
..... 
. (p.lt)O). The pligh:t of the .majority is ·only emphasized, 
. . 
not mi tigat.ad, by the de script ion of· the affluent and com-
placent gentleman who gazes at the crowd, only to take 
more de light in his q~rn comfort ( p .179) . 
The final paragraph of the story at first ·seems to 
contradict the pe ssirrJ.i sm ·implicit • the "plot" and • in image 
-
" patterns. Some still wait • 1n the storm, but others manage 
to escape, ''one ·by one, three by thre~" (p.1.81). But it 
is significant that "the snow beat with merciless parsis-
J 
tence upon the bowed.heads of those who waited"{p.18I). 
A reference to similar posture occurs in the opening para- , 
(J 
graph: "Those on the .walks huddled t~eir necks closely in 
. 
the· collars of their coats, and· want-along stooping· like' a 
raca ..... of aged people." (p.176). The fact that they seem 
aged, that they span generations, and the placing of ·these 
. 
descriptions of subservient· atti tud.as in framing posi t_ions 
suggest that .the human condi fion--which is less than hu-
man--is p·ermanent. On one level, there~ore, the shelter 
• 
" ,. 
must be· only. temporary. In a 1 arge.r ·.serise, it can be a · 
permanent escape from this permanent condition--an escape· 
into death. -· " 
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Of ·tand and Sea· 
ll , .. 
. \ 
The indiffJrance of nature to man is made more ax-
. , 
~ 
. plicit in "The Open Boat," a; .. story, once again, of man•.s 
str~ggle with the elements. In this case, however, ·ha at 
least feels that he comas to an understandi-ng ·· of his rela-
tionship to nature. He learns through experience that it 
~ is. not~ really malicious, as it at first appears to be, but 
simply and completely indifferent to his struggles. ' 
Three elements -in this st9ry must be examined be-
.fore the exact nature of relationships ca'.9, be made clear: 
the men, the boat, and everything else. The "everything 
, •. .,,-
else, 11 of course, is basically the sea, but the images .of 
~~--. the story make it difficult to state flatly that the men 
are struggling against only·the sea. Crane seldom calls 
"' . 
~ 
a spade a spade, or· a wave a wave; here he uses images to 
' ~ 
.:.· 
unite all the forces of nature in the sea, the objectifica-
t tion of nature I s powers .i, the particular element of the 
.. 
···,·--.4.11ciant four .that happens to be mo~t active. In the firer·-· 
paragraph, for example, the sea is likened to rocks (water · 
' 
.. equals aaPth): it is· "of the hue o.f slate" and sometimes ·is ,, 
"jagged with waves that seemed tQ.rust ... ,up. ·1n points like· 
rocks" (p • .339). ·:This equati9n.is carried throughout the· ~ ~ ~ 
· .. 
story. · When ttt'e sun changes the color 
13 
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the sea, the new 
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effect is also described in terms of minerals: "the color ,. 
of the. sea changed from slate to e_marald-gree.n "strea1fed 
.. 
with amber lights, and. the foam was like tuinbling snow" 
' (p.341). Also, "the crest of each of these waves was a 
hill" (p.341), and when the corras.pondent strikes the 
·.-sho·re "it was as if he had. d.ropped from a roof" {p.359). 
·ef(· 
- · The hill metaphor (and also the ·snow image) is echoed whfin 
the correspondent is mak~ng to shore on the piece of life·-· 
preserver, as "sorr1etimes he whirled down the incline of a 
. 
wave as if he were on a ha,rrd-sled" (p.357). . ;·. ''. The. overall 
effect of this pattern is to sug.gest that the sea is more . 
than.itself, that it is all of nature against which Jt\S.n 
contends . 
Although the essential unity of the sea and land .. 
is the most emphasized, other r·alationships are drawn. also. 
Water also is like fire: J1'0'ccasionally a great spread of 
water, like white flames" rushes into the dinghy (p.343). 
Again, when the shark is circling the. boat, it leaves "a 
., 
,' 
gleaming tr~il of phosphorescence, like a blue flamen 
{p.352). An equation of water and the fourth element, air, 
is even more subtle, if it exists at all; it may be 
'~ 
straining the reader's credulity even to suggest such an 
equati.orf. But light is a combination of air and fire, and 
the sea is "wild with lights of emerald and white and am-
ber11 {p.341). And two· t.h~ngs equal to a third are equal 
o. 
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to each other. Both the sea · ( p .·359) and the clouds., are -
likened to buildings: "clouds brick red, 1-ike smoke from 
a burning building"-·-(p.347, my italics) •. These compari~ 
sons may well be stretching the argument to the breaking 
--point, but it is undeniable that the wind plays a la.rge 
part in the men's fate. Several times, for example, the 
fl 
various me-n comment on the importance of the wind's 1 
holding (pp.341,342,343), and the make-shift sail ·eaJes . . 
:, 
the work of the rowers ~ ( p. 344) • Tp.e presence of the wind 
~ • -.. ' • I is so re al·' and close to the corre spon9ent that he hears 
it speaking: "The wind had a voice as it came over the 
.. waves, and it was sadder than the end" (p.352). 
The sea itself is also animized or personified 
several times. The ere sts of the wa·ve s bra ak the silenc.·a 
by "snarling"" (pp.341,351) and "growling" (pp.350,351) and, 
more generally, "there [is] a preparatory and long growl 
t in the speech of them" (p.347). lf the "mood" of, -the sea 
is , not ·ma de c·lear by t~ "tone of' voice" described by 
.these images, ·it is made perfectly evident as the boat 
swa~s : ~'The third wave moved forward, huge, furious, im-
placable. It fairly swallowed the dinghy ••• " (pp.356-357). 
,. Contending wit~ these forces of the elements would 
. certainly give the men enough to do, but their labors are 
-extended still further. They also have to· try to control 
di 
another part of their e~nvironment, the boat 1.tself. We 
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ordinarily would expect a boat to be inanimai;t3 and there~ 
fore passive, howe_ver· much it might be tossed around by the 
s-ea •. Bu~ .here the boat is .. Janimi~ed, ··ri.as a life of its own, 
.and this life usually makes the men's.situation even more 
difficult and precarious.·· The most common image for t·he 
' 
.. 
· boat is that of a wild horse: 
... 
~ 
.,, .. 
A seat in this boat was not unlike a seat 
·upon a bucking broncho, and by the same to,ken a 
broncho is not much smaller. The craft pranced 
and reared and plunged like .an animal. As each . 
wave came, and she rose for it, she seemed like 
- a horse making at a fence ·outrageously high. The 
manner o't her scramble · over the sa. walls o·f. water 
· ~s a mystic thing, .and, morao.yer, at the top of' 
• I \ 
them ware ordinarily these problems in whi ta 
. ~ 
the foam racing down the summit of each wave re-
... 
quiri·ng a new leap, and. ~, leap from the air. Then 
after scornfully bumping a crest, she ~ould slide· 
and race and splash down a long incline~ and ar-
.. rive bobbing and nodding in front o:f the next. 
menace. (p.340) 11 
4'. -·· 
This idea is ec··hoad later when the boat itl' referred to as 
a "wild colt of a d.inghy" (p.345). Lass explicit are refa-· 
., 
ranees to thE! boat's swimming (p-'1;.346), _carousing (p.354), 
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and: sliding and. leaping·. (p.356). But it also takes on 
"" presumably human characteristics: "The.little boat, drun_~ 
ken ·with this weight of water, reeled and- struggled deeper 
..... ' into the sea" (p.357).· The combination of all ·these images ~· ~i 
"''',' \ 
gi·ves the· :impression th.at the men are forced to deal with, { 
' more than the sea and the effect it happens to have on 
·,. 
. 
' 
':passive wood, the· boat. · Instead, 'tha boa~ becomes a living t. 
' 
. 
. creature, d.oing ail in its powar--ivhich · is far beyond that 
·~, of an ordinary. boat--to make the men's struggle for axis-
,. 
tenca as difficult as possible. 
The men themselves are painted in ·terms which make 
their suc.cess less likely; they are, a.s· usual, compared 
with animals and inanimate objects. · Thay are still human, 
but lose some of the dignity that W'Oul""'~ be,. expected to be . 
. 
· ·theirs in such a str.uggle when they.are described riding 
- the· "wild colt·· of ·a .dinghy''. like acrobats, "like circus 
-
. ~ 
. 
. 
men" (p.345·) ·• Thay afe "monkeying" around in the dark ·and .. 
seem d:oomea.· t·o "flounder'' all night (p.349). Ironically, 
),. . J 
tb..ey a.ttem:gt, to a_void· this beast-like behavior by 'rowing 
mechanicall.y" (p.350). The pudgy cook is .almost ·patheti.-
' . 
cally comical': . ,with the life preserver around his ample 
· middle he "seem [s] almost sto.va-like" (p.351), and. he pad-
dles himself to shore as if he were a canoe 
1
"(p.357). And 
perhaps Crane is suggesting t.he men's af.fectiveness--or · 
" 
') 
the lack of it-~when he says, "The ominous slash of the 
. . ·.· 
.:i,. ·., 
-·,-; 
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wind and the water affec_t1id t.hem as, it would -have a.ffecte d 
_.n1umrni .. es" (p.355). At· least, the image suggests that t·he. 
men' are beyond the point of. caring what happens to them; ~ , 
·they have lost the typically human will to survive and to 
control the environment. 
The people on the shore are described· in similar.· '\. . ·-
terms. The "lifesaving people" who do not even see the 
boat are called "peaches" (p.347)--the term may be more 
than metaphorical since· their ''action" is so ineffectual •. 
The man by t~e hotel,. who "kea.ps his coat revolving like 
a whaeln is· dismissa:d as an "assn and. an "idiot" (p.349). 
·l As in .. the earlier stories, there is one outsider, in thi.s 
case the man who helps them ashore, who seems to escape 
these .typically dehumanized categories. At first, he even 
. 
~ transcends the trad.i tional human c-ondi tion· as ha . has "a 
~ 
~lo ••• about hi~ head,. and he [shine·~ like a saint." But 
even he is "-naked--nakad a's a· tree in winter'! (p.358) • 
. · ~-
Despite the way that "The Open B9at" demeans·man, 
_ .. it does affirm that he is at least somewhat capable of 
. learning. The correspondent, the Sp(?kesman of·· tp.e group, 
-· learns gradually that nature-is truly impersonal, truly 
I \ indifferent. He knows, but ~does not reveal, the state or.·· 
,• 
.• ,I 
I 
things while ha keeps his lonely watch: 
/.,." ._ 
~ ... / 
t 
.. 
·~ 
A high cold star on a 1,11inter 1 s night is the 
word he feels that she [nature] says to him. 
-· 
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Thereafter he knows ·the pathos· of his situa- · 
tiop •. (p.353) 
·" · ·But just as tha ultimate s·ymbol of indifference in "An Ex-
"· 
periment in Misery" is --the city buildings, nature's indif-
ference is most explicitly -and. po-v1erf'ully represented by 
coastal build.ings :in this tale of the sea: 
On the d.istant dunes were sat man_y little black·, 
cottages, and a tall white windmill reared above 
them .••• ~his tower was a giant, standing with 
its back to the plight of the ants. It repre-
sent ad in a. degree, to the correspondent, the 
-J9ereni ty of nature amid the struggles of the 
individual--.nature in the wind, and nature in 
' ..... I:. 
' ,. " 
"· 
4 •. 
the vision of man. She did not sealli cruel to 
him than, nqr beneficent., nor treacherous, nor 
(I " 
t . 
1, 
,. 
~·!· ·.~1:( 
wise. But she was·· indifferent., flatly indi1 .. -
. farant. .(p .355) 
, The oiler, "a wily surfman" (p.347}, the bast swim-
mer· in the group, and the one who d.oe s. most to save the 
man in the boat, works so.hard that his energies are.spent 
when it com~~ time to save himself. In effect, ha sacri-
fic·as himself so that his brothers may continua to struggle 
against this indifferent nature. And i~daaa· <they '.are wal-
\. ' 
"' • ., 
• I 
. corned into the conm1uni t_y on shore after_ their terrifying 
and costly, yet valuable, experience at sea. -~he oiler 
.,to:r.. 
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escapes the indifference in another· way·; he· finds "the dif-
r·erent and sinister hospitality.of the grave" (p.359, my_ 
italics). 
. "The Blue Ho·teln -is set inland, ·but· it pr.ovides some 
interesting parallels to "Tl1e Open Boat. n In each story, 
the solidarity of man is indicated 'through a sacrlficial 
death •. The Swede I s death differs from .the oilert s in that 
it is. not necessary in order to preserve th.e lives of 
others, but each death is a final revelation that· all men 
are uni tad in their struggle·. Here, however, the antago~ 
nist in the struggle is not so much the raw elements of 
' the environment--though they.do play a significant role--
as it is the aspects or hwnan nature which work against a. ' . . 
.. 
harmonious "brotherhood of nien" { ''The Open Boat, n p. 343). 
. 
. JJ• 
-
' r1onths a.ftar the "plot" of the story is cqncluded, the 
East~rner tells the cowboy, ''We are all in itl ••. Every 
. 
sin is the result of a collaboration •••• And that fool of 
·, 
an unfortunate gambl_er came rnerely as a culmi118tion, the 
apex of a hwnan movement ••• " (pp.506-:-507). The death of 
the Swede and the punishment of the ga1nbler·~-bott1 losses 
to solidari t~r--anable the Easterner to be· an interpreter,-. 
just as the oiler's death enabled the men in the boat to 
be interpreters .12 ~;_ , · 
'I. 
.. 
In this story, nature is _again present., °Q.ul~ .hev-e 
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' · its role approximates what 
·Misery": it acts more as a 
( . . 
it • . . lS in 
backdrop 
' . 
I 
-
r .. , 
.J 
"An Experiment: in 
'\ 
against ~hich the 
tion is set· than as a character in the drama, which is 
. 
ac-
principally about man's struggle with his own nature and 
fell·ows. 'The very .fact of. this strugg~e indicate .. s that 
man is not so good, so strong, as he would like to think 
himselr. And while rr~n go on struggling within and ru,nong 
("'', themselves, natur-e--holds a steady course, and, by the and 
of' the story, is t.:he onl_y none" to remain unscathed by the 
events. 
Despite it~ relatively passive r.ole in this st .. ory, 
'" ,, 
·nature is again· personified to stress the weakness of man; 
that ···1s, the customary reversal is again employed. This 
reversal is corr1plete in a single passage describing the 
blizzard: "The huge arms of the wind ware making atte1npts 
to embrace the flakes •••• A gatepost Ca helpless, immo·-
vable objec~ li~e·a still man·with a blanched face stood 
aghast an1id this profligate furyn (p.4l36J. But· the storm 1.s 
. . function as b·ackground is to intensify the ·action inside. 
the hotel, in the sheltered spot outsid.a, and in the saloon. 
It as much as says that the man will hav·e to settle their · 
problems· among'themselvas; certainly, there is no peace 
outside. Thus, "[t] he' wind tore at the house, and some 
~oose thing beat regularly against the clapboards like a 
spi;rit ·tapping" (p.4f3tJJ. The storm announces- that its 
. ' . 
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character ·is regal or-military: or both, since it sounds 
••• J 
\ 
like "bugles ••• pealing'' (p .4ee J. 
., 
As the sea does in· "The Open Boat," the storrr1 al-
. . 
most '·encompasses all of the ancient elements. It is refer-
-
red to as a "tempest" (p.502), a type of storn1 most often 
associated with the sea. The Swede, trying to get throug·h 
. ,. 
. 
it, "tack [sJ across the· face. of the storm as i.f he carried 
sails" {p.502), the entire landscape is "a turmoiling sea 
of snown (p .4e6 J, and tha man " [plunge] into the tempest 
as :into a sea'.' {p.-4S7). Thus the storrn--air and frozen 
wat~r--is identified with the sea. It is ~lso related to 
fire: nrt (the snow] burned their faces like fire" :(p.500). 
A similarity to earth is not very explicit in ·the. story, 
but thar'6is a suggestion that there ii soon to be .a union 
of storm and earth as the snow is "flung t.o 1ts gr?ve in· 
tt1e south" (p.500). 
The above images do suggest the nature of the storm, 
• 
but, as has been sugge~ed, they are not very indicative 
of the function of the storm in the story. This function 
0 
-has ironic dimensions beyond the l.i tar al one o:f forcing 
the men to seek shelter from it. In forcing the men to 
. 
.\. 
"'" . s·helter, it, in effe'ct, atterr1pt-s to force solidarity or, 
at the least, togetherness. ~· But the action of the ·story 
negates the possibility of solidarity, ~t least in a con-__..,..,,.,-
structive way; tha·men are bound together only in their 
:I 
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-:.guilt, as tlae Easterner reminds us,·but the cowboy.can't -........ . ·, 
', 
', 
u..nd.arstand· V!lhat ha is .trying to say. Indeed, much of_ the_~-
' 
story· is conce,rne d with nthe failure of hunian understa.nding11 
··:r ( Satterwb.i te' s phrase}. The · storm enters the action dirac-~ 1 
"i .. 
·- -~ 
·-· •: 
.. 
', tly and ironically for' ,a moment when the man are stepping 
. . 
' outside for the _fight, and the wind tears .~way their words 
before they can be heard and., poss,.ibly~-- und.arstood. Thus "<!: 
the storm, while in a way encouraging a sort of brother-
,· hood~ also does what it can to d.astroy -communication among 
I the men. If it can act in these two directior1:s at once, 
it either has omniscience and a cruelly ironical sense of 
humor or--as is more likely--it i:s "indifferent, flatly in.-
different. n 
. 
Bnt whatever the power of the storm in this story 
might be, the act ion and meaning mostly concern the charac ~ . 
tars themselves. Their diverse backgrdunds suggest that 
Crane was seeking to establish even more of a universality 
.... 
here than in "The Open Boat,'~ in which the Characters are 
distinguished considerably, but not nearly so much as tho·se 
in nT.he Blue Hotel. n First, there is the Swede, or maybe 
the Dutchman (pp~492,493,50l), at any rate, the immigrant 
from northern Europe; than, the men from d.iff'erent parts 
of this country, the cowboy and. the Easterner, who later 
" seem to _g·o into partnership on a ranch; and .finally., the 
Scullys, who span generations and w.ho transcend geography---
··- ..• 
' ' 
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) ,_. they are commercial people in the West, and old Scully is 
.. 
,. 
i • 
. proud of the Eastern comforts soon ,to be theirs (p .490). 
Ol·d Scully himself seems to .be an attempt to create a uni-
versal man. }Jot only does he encompass the aspects of 
East and lrJas_t already mentioned, but he rs also an Irish-
man, apparently an immigrant, and therefore belongs by 
·birth to neither West nor East. Crane sums up the several 
facets of Scully's universality by discussing his habits .,,. 
o:f spee~h: "Scully's speech was always a combination of 
Irish brogue and idiom, Western twang and idiom, and sc~aps 
_p~ 
' 
of curiously formal diction taken from the storybooks and 
newspapers" (p .493). As if all this weren't enough, his 
face, while he ·watches the fight, is like that of a Roman 
-~ 
. veteran {p.49e), a man of a different country in a differ-
ent age~ The effe~ of all these images is to raiSEl the 
f 
story to an almost cosmic level in which a1.1,- of mankind 
struggle to assert themselves, despite efforts of all of 
nature to k~ap them subservient. 
The picture of man prese,nted ·by the· story is not a 
pleasant one, though, as in "The Open·Boat," the most sen-
sitive man, in this case the Easterner, manages to learn 
,• 
. something-from his .e.xperienca, and· the lesson ·is again one 
concerning human soli~darity. Despite the learning, tq.e 
\ . 
'Tl., overall view of man is far from optimi sti·c; the cowb9y, for 
example, misses the whole point of th.~ Easterner's lee tu.re _r 
l .,.. ~ 
;. 
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II 
on solidarity (pp.506-507). And:- Crane's own undramatized, ~ . ( 
intr.usivEl comment on. the human dondition is ·even more . . 
., 
harsh: -
Ona viewed the existence or man then as a marvel, 
and. conceded ·a glamor of wonder/. to these lice 
which were caused to cling to a whirling, fira-
smi tten, ice-locked, disease -stricken, space-
lost bulb. The conceit of man was explained by 
this storm to be the very engine of life. One · 
was a coxcomb not to die in it. {p.502) 
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It is significant, of course, that in this heated outburst 
the d.erogatory references to man are stated in a way that 
relates him to machines and .animals. The latter references 
are part.icularly i~teresting. The- "coxcomb" not only in-
dicates vain pretensions and foppery, but also reminds a 
reader or the cap worn by ancient fo%s ,_ so named because 
t 
• 
of its resemblance to a cotk' s com{. The reference to 
lice is a variation on the old theme of man as an anima.l; 
rarely does Crane use insects for this purpose. The only l 
similar reference cited above is from "The Open Boat," in 
which the tower is a giant and the men ants. The lice 
image is far more powerful because it is more disgusting 
and be.cause it implies a· value ·judgment far beyond mere 
size. 
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.The individual men in the story are treated only a ,, . 
. ,little less ha-rshly than mankind in general. The i~ge s 
R 
·used for Scully frequently refer to the inanimate. His 
ears "stick out stiffly, as if they were made of tin" 
·, (p.4tJ5). At one point, he ·nwheel (s]" on his son (p.4ee). 
After the fight, Scully, along with the Easterner and cow-
boy, stares "with glassy eyes at the stove" while the 
' Sweda rejoices in his recent victory·(p.501). Scully is ' 
r 
.also related to the elements, but, as has been demonstrated 
before, Crane uses such an association to demean a person, ( . 
. 
. rather than to elevate him by indicating a physical or 
spiritual union·with cosmic forces. But Scully does have 
' 
"a voice of thunder" (p .493), -ana o.nc.e, ha seems ready to 
n f 1 arne out n ( p • 4 9 4 ) . I 
The minor characters, of. cours~, are lass exten-
sively characterized in this way ·but some typical phrases 
are usad~ Both-the cowboy and the Easterner seem metallic 
~ 
and mechanical ·when they wash up on entering the hotel: 
they n [burnish] themselves fiery red with this water, un-
til it searn(sJ to be some kind of metal polishn (p.4U5J. 
_, 
In addi tio.n, the cowboy is first ae scribed as being 
., 
·
11 bronzea.n (1>.4B4),,and he.·~·is related to the animal world 
'i . 
sine a· ha has an ."important mann~·risrn" that is "an expres-," 
sion of bovine a.mazama,nt" (p.495). 
' Evan the gambler, w-ho plays such a briar· but 
i. 
',. 
:_!'!· 
.-
'• .....• · . .:-
·v- .... 
, 
· ·important.,role in the story, is compared to an ani1nal, a: 
wolf, because he prays on the ~farmers who i~ant to -get rich 
quickly (p.504). Crane also uses a unique ~etaphor for 
.,-c--r..,. 
,-.t•' 
this gambler when· he has the Easterner try to explain the 
$.-i tuation to the cowboy: "This poor gambler isn't a.van a 
nou.n,. Ha is kind of an adverb" (p. 506). This metaphor is 
a_striking way of- saying that the gambler has ··simply qua-
lified a much larger_ human action involving many men, but 
it also brings man down to a state below the inanimate, 
however impossible that might seem. · A noun is -at least 
the name of some t~hereasan adverb cannot stand 
alone; it must mod.ify $Omething· else. · Thus the metaphor 
', 
also reinfo-rces ·the idea of solidarity pr.esented by tha 
• 
story: an ;ndividual and his actions can haye no meaning 
unless they are considered in their social context. 
' 
The character who least understands this corrcept is 
the Sweda, the very unfunny braggart warrier, who is the 
most ca~efully and completely drawn characte~-. in the story· 
and therefore the one to whom tha most images apply. Theija 
, 
images fall into the patte.rns al.ready discussed. Johnnie 
calls him a "loon_"· ( p. 489), a~d the cowboy says he would 
like to "' hamxner that there Dutchman until he couldn't 
,1,1 
·tell himself from a.ae·a.d coyote'" (p.502). He· has a "dying 
swan look" in his ayes at one point (p.4ee), and a "wolfish 
glare'' later, when his courage has been bolstered by 
·,, 
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Sc~lly' s whiskey (p.494). His eyes a:re also described in 
terni-s other than those referring to animals. They are 
·"blazing orbs" {p.495) which are ''burning with hatrean 
._.,-....... _. 
{p.491), and his glance is like a blade (p.494) and is "hot 
and steelyn (p.495); (these last two, of course, .also apply 
to Johnnie). There are also inanimate, mechanical asp~cts 
to his actions: he "whael[s] n to fac~ Scully (p.489); at 
-
dinner ha "fizza [s) like a fire-wheel" (p.494); his elbow 
shakes 11 like a bit of paper" (p.490); and he moves through 
the storm.like a sailboat {p.502). 
Not realizing that he is a coxcomb, he enters the 
saloon aggressively and boastfully, puffing out his chest 
"like a rooster" (p.505)--Crana's irony is heavy hare. 
When he dies, the final insult is heaped on him (a.s it is 
on ,the landsmen in "The Open Boat"): na human body, this 
citadel of virtue, wisdom, power, was pierced as easily 
as if it had been a-melon" {p.505). This vegetable simile 
summarizes much of the deterministic q,uali ty of the story. 
Despite all his efforts to the contrary, the Swede has been 
throughout the story hastening his own destiny. It -is too 
late for him, but the .reader is reminded once,more of a 
/ 
,?' ' . ; 
man's place in a mechanistic world: 
The corpse of the .Swed.a:, alone in the 
. , ' 
saloon, had its ayes fixed upoD:.a dreadful le-
gend. that dwelt ato~ the cash-machine: "This 
. . 
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·registers the _amount. or your purchase." (p.506) 
The several patterns which ae·scrtbe the meri .are ·best > 
~ 
exen1plifiad in th:e fight scene (Section VI, pp .497-501}. 
, 
~s scene is crucial .,.to the story because the plot hinges ) 
.. 
on it, the theme ¥of battle i-s made most explicit by it, .,.,.-. 
and~ most important for the present purposes, the imagery 
··-··· 
is varied, extensive, and compressed •. Scully turns on the· 
Swede "panther-fashion.," and his hwnan countenance is like 
.._ that of.a Roman veteran,. not like one of a living man.· He 
is also related to the mechanical world as ha is "iro\-
narve d. 11 The cowboy usually stands "rock-like," but at ona 
point he "bolt[sJ forward w·:tth the speed o:f a broncho." 
His race is "contorted like one of those agony masks in· a 
... ·-\ 
mus~um. n The·" Easterner is ainrost entirely mechanical: ha 
"hop [s] up and down like a me c ~anical toy, ft and his mind 
acts "like. a :film," taking last·ing impressions of thee scene 
before him. (The aptness of these ,images is _disclosed in 
the story's final section, in which the Easterner reveals 
that ha was too cowardly, not human enough, to interfere 
even though he· knew the facts of the si tuat.ion. In his_ own 
words, q.a ''ref.used to stand up and be a man"· [p.506].) The 
Swade and .the · "brutish" Johnnie exchange looks that contain 
"elements of. leonine cruelty, n and then "[crash] together , 
. ~" 
like bullocks, n the swift,.ness of their fight offering spec-. 
" 
taters "no more detail than would a sw'iftly revolving wheel."· 
;j.,,, . 
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- • ',l'f\ Johnnie manages to avoid the full effect of one "lightening 
blow, n but he finally falls, "even as a bundle might fall 
from a roof·." After the.·. r·ight, the victorious Swede is 
"breathing like an engine,n an·a. his eyes are "savage and 
flarne-li t." 
It seems that by using so many of these characteris-
. 
tic· images at this particular juncture, Crane is trying to 
·say a lot more than is actually prints d on the page. rrhe 
fight for survival against permanent forces is difficult 
enough; for man to brawl arnong themselves is a loss .of' 
dignity and solid.ari·ty, and therefore o;f hu_manity •. Crane 
• 
~ays, in effect, that the goal of man should be soraething 
• 
higher, though he may not reach much higher than an anirr1a-
listic existence in many of the storiBs . 
~Ian's attempt to rise above .. his bestial and mecha-
nical levelsnof existence is suggested by the extensive 
patte;rn of religious images that runs throughout most of 
the story. But' here aga.in, as in "An Experin1ent in 1,r1sery," 
the religious imagery is ul timat·ely ironic. The .. irnage s 
are concerned mostly with the hotel, its fixtures, and its 
:. ' 
activities. The main room of the hotel "seemed to be 
merely a proper temple fo~ an enormous stove, which ••• was 
hurmning with godl.ike violence" (p.485). ·scully, "curiously 
like a.n old priest" (p.494), presid.es over the activity 
within this temple--the ablutions upon ·entering, the meals, 
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-the ·libations upstair.~, ithe ~C?_llections ( and dispensa'tions. 
. , 
f:rom the· collections), and even axer.ts some influence on 
the ritualistic card games. When all the othe"rs ara i.n ,-_,. . 
.f avo,r of throwing out the Swede, Scully responds· furiously; 
~ 
"What do I k_aep? What do I keep? What do I 
keep?" he _demand [s] in a voice of thunder •••• ·"I 
keep a hotel," ha shout [s]. "A hotel, - do you 
mind? A guest under my roof has sacred·privi-· 
leges. He is to be intimidated by none. Not 
one word shall he hear that would prijudice him 
in- favor of goin' away. I'll not have it." (p.493) 
Crane himself admits that this is "a strange mass of· lan~ 
guage" (p.493), and the nature of,this strangeness
1
is im-
,, 
portant. · The most obvious aspect of this passage ·is 
Scully' s atti tuda toward his establishment and guests --
they have s-acred privileges. -C Other points to be noted are 
tha ritualistic repetition of the rheto·raical question and -
~ 
the archaic --syntax of the last three sentenc.a s quoted • 
These qualities give the speech a tona,more like the Bible's; 
- than like the dime nova.ls', from which the Swedw has re-
ceived h.is impre-ssion of the West. 
The Swade completely misunderstands Scully and what 
he is trying to do._.,..-1Ie certainly feels that he is in the 
/ ! 
midst.of an unholy group that is out to get him; he makes 
, 
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''the gesture or
1
·a martyr" {p.488). The Easterner summa-
rizes the Swede's feelings when he·explains -to the others, 
"he thinks 'h~'s right in the middle of hell" (p.492). 
Other characters unconsciously corroborate the Swede's 
opinion. Johnnie asks him, "What in hell are you talking 
about?" (p .492), and. the cowboy, ''Well, who the hell 
thought you did [want to fight]?" (p.488). (These two 
lines constitute,· almost all or the story's prof'anity; 
there is one reference, Scully' s, to' the Swed.e as "damned" 
[P .497] . ) Old Scully, in anger, calls his son a "young 
divil '' (p.488) ,. The hot~l itself furthers this impression 
of unholiness; certainly no traditional vision of heaven 
has an enormous stove," glowing with heat, at its center. 
But, despite Johnnie's dishonesty, it- i~ really the Swede 
who is the "demoniac" {p.496). It is he who disrupts the· 
customary order of the hotel and who forces the fight; 
his partner in the game, the Easterner, also sees the 
.. ) 
. cheating but says nothing, partly, perhaps, because the 
game is ttonly for fun." The Swed.a does not know p.is 
place a~d- insists on asserting. himselfe At the supper, he 
"fizze [s] like a fire ..:wheel,'' and usurps Scully' s place as . 
the master of his table: ·"The Swede domineered. the whole 
feast, and he gave it the appearance of a cruel bacchanal" 
(p.494). : 
His overreaching is punished when he tries to act 
. . 
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similarly at the saloon, which is somewhat like the hotel 
. . 
-itself. . In place of ~ glowing stove, it has a "radiant 
bar" .(p .503), and there is a card game going on. The 
· Swede• s attempt to pick a fight he-Pe, however, end.s bad.ly 
for almost all concerned. The Swede is-put into ~is place 
-~ through death, and the usually virtuous gambler is sent 
. ·to prison. Only the Easterner has become an interpreter • 
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Chapter III 
.,,, 
... 
--
. .._,_ Of Whilomville 
,! 
· Toward the end of his career, . Crane worked on , 
cycle of stories about suburban life, which he located. in 
-upstate New York in a town whimsically called Whilomville. 
·Most of thasa tales ,were gathered. in the posthumous volume 
~ Whilomville Stories (1900) •13 The town and many of the 
events that take place in it are composite reminiscences 
of Crane's own boyhood,14 and therarore some of them smack 
' 
of uncharacteristic sentimentality. (In "Lynx-Hunting," 
for example, the already overworked Henry Fleming is inex-
. ' plicitly resurrected, after he had been killed off in 
"The Veteran.'') The setting, however, does not -predeter-
mine the subject matter, mood., or value of a story. 
"The Monst~r-~_,_1-, a case in point. In some ways, it 
)- ·';A.I" 
is among Crane's best work, - and is characteristically hard, 
crisp, and ironic--both broadly and subtly--though it is 
more discursive than the shorter stories. This discur-
siveness, however, contributes to the story's uniqueness. 
--As several critics have noted, the story is a study of a 
society as a whole, as much as it is of individuals.15 
In this sense, its -theme is very similar to the one sug-
gested by the Easterner at the end of· "The Blue Hotel"; 
it examines in· some detail the communal guilt of the 
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. townspeople in the way that they react to Henry- Johnson •1, 
• 
. . . 
-and the Trescotts. The other unique aspect or the story 
is that its heroe s--and there are two--are not ironical, 
but genuine, though they are Ultimately-frustrated.16 The 
' heroes are, of course, He,,nry Johnson, who displays tremen-
dous physical courage in the fire, and Dr. ·Trescott __ , who·. 
hold.s firmly to his moral convictions despite the tramen-
d.ous pressure put on him by almost everyone in the town. 
These departures from the re st of the canon . in the larger 
aspects 'Of the story are balanced by some differences in 
its language, but there are enough similarities--whether 
from habit or intention--to mark "The Monster" as unmis-
takably Crane's. 
Some of the images in the story, however, seem · 
~ 
. 
wasted and unpatterned (thus contributing more to Crane's 
reputation as an impressionist than to anything else).· 
There is no very good reason, for example, for Jimmie 
Trescott to be a railroad engine (p.430), or for the lawn 
to be like a priest's chin (p.430). ("The black mass in 
( the middle of' Trescott' S property" (p.461] can have nothing 
to ;d.o with this simile; without doubt, "mass" here refers r . 
. , ,1 . _ . I· 
. ,/ ·-:·· ·--; 
to the ruins of: the house.) But. in most instances, the 
imagery operates as .~~it has in the other stories, even 
though Crane's concern is not the san1e as usual. The phy-
sical environment is still·personiried and animated, and 
. J· ... 
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various aspects of it are identified with other aspects, 
,, 
though, in general, giving life to the inanimate·.is not so 
---func ti 9 na l here as it is, ,for example, in "The Open Boat.'' 
Also, ·people are again made animal-like or inanimate, bu,1; 
" 
an unusual pattern of religious images·gathers around 
Henry Johnson. 
-
Since most of the images concerning the physical 
environment are relatively unfunctional--arisi~g most 
probably from Crane's compulsion tou compare--they _ can be 
r dismissed. rather quickly. A few-should be noted, however, 
simply to show that Crane's habits remained constant. The 
description of Alex Williams' s house shows a tend.ency to 
the unification of inanimate objects that has bean noted 
above. A window is "a simple square of topaz on a great -
black hillside" {p .450). Williams comes out and stands 
"on a beach of yellow light." The impact of this image 
is spoiled, however; when it is carried to an extreme a 
few lines later: "The man plunged from the beach into 
the surftt (p.450). The image of a building's _being lfke 
a part of nature is reversed when the park is described 
as being l_ike a "great vaulted hall" (p.437). But mos·t 
'· 
of the images referring to the environment personify it, 
usually for.no apparent-reason beyond vividness of descrip-
tion. Thus, two··1ines of maples "sentinel" the road 
(p·.434) • thi:J houses on Watermelon Alley " [lean] together 
\ i ,..· 
,· 
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like paralytics" (p.435), the Trescott' s house seems to 
· insult Mrs. Hannigan (p.467), and. "autumn [smites] the 
leaves" (p.472};t.~ The vividness of such personification 
gains virtue when it is applied to the town's churches and 
their bells, adding a sense of urgency to the clamor an-
nouncing the fire. Thus the primary signal, the ractory 
whistle, is a "giant voice f':rom the night" that "roar [s], 
its long ominous·cry" (p.437). The churches respond to 
this signal and spread the alarm. Even a little church at 
some distance from the town "hear [s] the voices or its 
brethren, and_ immediately add [s] a quaint little yelp" 
(p.443). 
The most effective description of the inanimate in 
the story is that of the fire. The images used portray it 
as at once beautiful, grotesque, threatening, and very 
powerful. At first, the fire seems playful: the smoke is 
· like a "troop of ••• gray monkeys," and "fire-imps" can 
almost be heard (p.439). But more horrible aspects of the 
' 
'blaze are soon apparent. Windows of the house seem ''stained 
with blood," as "flames, like bloody specters" appear in 
C ,, 
· them (p.439). Crane then leaves the description of the 
fire for a while, to come back to it with the full richness 
and power of his language as Johnson tries to,, get out of 
the laboratory. Though the flames are terrible and mena-
cing, they are ~lso grotesquely beautiful: 
I. 
'\ ... 
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All manner of odors assailed. him during this 
flignt·. They seemed to be alive with envy, 
hatred, and. malice •••• The room was like a 
gard.en in the region where might be burning 
0 
flowers. Fl8.Ines 
• • • were blooming everywhere 
••• In [one] place was a mass that lay merely 
in phospherescent inaction like a pile or 
emaral_ds. ( pp .442-443) 
The flames can be ~ar more violent than flowers. One 
"leap [s] like a panther, 11 and "this animal [bi ta s] d$eply 
into Johnson" (p.qlt-2). The violence of the flames also 
. seems to have a certain cunning. One flame is "a delicate, 
trembling sapphire shape like a fairy lagy, 11 who blocks 
Johnson• s way "with a quiet. smile." Ha attempts to pass 
under her "left guard," but she is "swifter than eagles;· 
and her talons [catcli] in ~,him" (Po443). 
But even these swiftly shifting images are but pre-
lude to the horrible climax 0£ the section, which involves 
one of the jars on the desk, at the base of~ which Johnson 
finally falls: 
\ 
--
• . • there was one [jar] which seema d to hold 
a scintillant and writhing serpent. 
"' 
Sudde~y the glass splintered, and a ruby-
red snake~lika thing poured its thick length 
Jf;' . 
out upon the top of the old de·sk. It coiled and 
........ ,. 
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hesitated, and-then began to swim a langoµrous 
... 
-
way down the mahogany slant. At the angle it 5 · 
waved its sizzling molten head to and. fro oveP 
... 
t~e closed eyes of the man beneath it. Then, 
in a moment, with a myst~c impulse, it moved 
again, and the red. snake flowed. directly down 
into Johnson's upturned face. (p.44-2) 
This passage also involves a shift, but it is more subtle 
than those in the sapphire-lady passage. The movement of c., 
the image involves its increasi.ng intensity, from simile 
to metaphor; at first, what is in the ja;r looks like a 
snake, then is snake-like, then acts like a snake (al-
though it isn't labled while it is active here), and 
rinally it ll a snake as it attacks Johnson's faca.17 
' What Crane has done in this passage is more than to make 
., 
the fire more vivid by giving it life. He has united rire 
and snakes, two things that men fear most, into a single 
being that impresses the reader with the extreme horror of 
,/ 
the situation.18 
The minor characters in the story, the townspeople~ 
are described with predictable images which demean·. them, 
but, as is the case with the general physical environment, 
" ~ 
the imagery is largely unpatternad, and.- therefore seems to 
exist for its own sake or sometimes to create a momentary 
mood.. The people are dehumanized, but .not excessively 
' \ 
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( at least £ the ~ontext of Crane Is thought and stylistic 
·habits), and t~e imagery cer.tainly does not build to"a 
point where· it· foe-uses on their crime of inhumanity to 
I 
Johnson and the Trescotts, though it woula· be convenient., 
/ 
if it did. 
· When news of the fire reaches the crowd in the park,· 
the young ·man "[vanistil like a snowball disrupta d by dyn·a-
. 
- mite" (p.437). Jake Rogers, reaching the firehouse first, 
jumps "like a demon" at the doors and " [bends] like ., 
, hickory" as he strains to move the engine (p.437) •. The 
.. 
crowd that join him in his efforts become a "dark wavs" 
-~ . 
and .a f'black torrent" as they "pour" along the street -~ 
; (p.43tl J. 
Ona little boy, refused permission to join this 
crowd,· begins to "buck and. fume like a mustang" (p.438). 
Other boys, as they tease He.nry, " [crow] like roosters 
and [blea,fil like .lambs" (p.466) •. Ona of them is "badgered" 
{p.466) until ha works up courage enough to approach· the 
Negro, although ha is always ready, "like a··young cat" 
{pp.446-447), to jump away in case he is threatened. Whe·n 
an adult breaks up this activity, the boys feel guilty and 
''preserve ••• a hang-dog air" for a while. ·(p.467) 
Alex Williams a~? his famil.y are described in similar 
terms. When ha first sees the changed Hen:cy, A·1a·x "burst [s] 
_.'.~ 
out like a siphon pressed by a nervous thumb'' (p.450), and 
. . 
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when ha manages to get ¢a raise, he is compared extensively 
I . . 
-
'-"}I 
- with an infI·atad balloon (pp.456~457).- He himself claims 
that he sleeps "ju.s• like er dog" (p.452),. His wife is 
' \\ 
"a great fat statue of a mother" C p.458 J, and his children 
·"ducklings" (p.458), a "tribe," a heap," and 11 sparrows" 
( all p.451). 
The townspeopla··in general are compared.with fish 
in an aquariwn, the window to it being the front of 
Rei:fsnydar's barber shop (p.434) .. Reifsnyder later picks 
. .y 
.f 
.i<> 
up this authorial simile as he insults a I9B11--choosing his 
.J 
>:) 
words "with painful care"--by calling him an ttold--flint-
hearte d--fish" { p .455). Mr. Winter is ·similarly insul tad 
by an animai image-, but here the words are authorial: . 
Winter stands on his porch "yelping" and '!barking in fiery 
rage u and· is very much "like a little dogtt ( p .4 70). The 
tone is f'ar more gentle and even comical when- Miss Balla 
Farragut is described "dash (;i.ng] around the corner of the 
house, galloping like a ~orse 11 {p.435), a11d her young 
br.other Sim raises a "strange bleat" w~en he seas the dis-
figured Johnson (p.460). , 
Almost as many images are used for Miss Martha 
,, Goodwin as for all the other townspeople combined. These 
images have but minor thematic importance; their main 
~ 4 function is to characterize Martha. Har almost-defense of 
Dr. Trescott and Henry at the and of the story is ha:rd to 
! . 
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reconcile with her earlier character traits: she is a 
. M 
. 
·gossippy old woman, quick to pass judgment on things she 
knows little or nothing about. As Crane interprets her 
actions, she is "a weak, innocent, and pig-headed creature, 
who alone would defy the universe if she thought the uni-
r, 
verse merited this proceeding" (p.464). He is not content, 
however, to call her simply "pig-headed. n He,r op.inions 
are "adamantina" (p.462), she is 11 the only pillar of the 
domestic edifice" (p.463), and "the mau.soleum of a dead 
passion" (p.463). It is presumably these rock-like quali-
ties·:ttthat cause the other women to regard her as a sun 
· (p.463). But Martha is much more mobile than a rock or a 
building, and her mobility is expras.sed in mechanical 
terms: she is an engine (p .464), her lips are scissors 
(p.464), and she wheels on her companions {p.471). A 
genuine problem arises when a reader tries to fit together 
his own opinion of Martha, the other characters' opinions 
of her~ and everyone's view of the story's central prob-
lam. Perhaps Crane is here trying for too much complaxi.ty 
in· a relatively short work, but what he achieves is a 
sketchy piece of psychological realism. The women at 
·· first take the path of least resistance and heap scorn on 
the doctor; Martha takes the opposing view because she is 
~Martha; and the women, getting tired of her domineering 
ways, finally ra~use to go along with her opinion. Perhaps 
•· ... ' ' . ~ 
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. this defiance is the outbreak of their "secret revolt" 
This central problem, of course, involves Hanry 
·-· -·-
Johnson and what Dr. Trescott does for him. Trescott' s 
action is important to consider before the lengthier 
problem of Johnson himself.· The case of Trescott, how-
·' 
ever, is dif~icult because the movement of the imagery 
seems to oppose the rising opinion of a reader for the 
doctor's moral worth. Part of the ·apparent contradiction 
can be explained by the frame of reference in which the 
., doctor is seen. Another explanation lies in the never ex-
~~ pressed distinction between physical and moral or ethical 
actions and values. At the beginni_ng of the story, Tres---
cott is described as his son Jimmie and his servant Hanry 
see him. To them, he is "the moon" ( pp .431-432), an "ac-
.'/ . '-\. lipse" of which is to be feared {p.431). Ha descends st;. 
from this cosmic scale as he associates with other people; 
. for example, he answers the judge "acidly" (rp .44-8). The 
strain of being a man alone seems to tell on him, and he 
is described as "wheeling" on Jimmie (p.465), and, at the 
vary end. of the story, he counts the teacups "mechanically" 
-(p.475). The movement o:f these images illustrates once 
again the essentially ironic struct.ure of Crane's fiction. 
Through his heroic action, Dr. Trescott has_ been red.uced 
to an impotent outcast; through an act of the utmo·st 
\. 
~·. 
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h1_unaneness, he ha$ become mechanical. 
·' 
The characterization of Henry Johnson is also dif-., 
ficult to assess. In one way, he is genuinely heroic, 
since he d.oes risk. his own life to save his young friend's. 
·, r On the whole, however, ha is not individualized to any 
great extant. Before the £ire ha is' a stereotyped, lower-
cla·ss Negro, almost an end-man in a minstrel show_, as he 
struts downto'W!l to call on his girl in .. his lavender trou-
sers and a straw hat with a bright silk band (p.443). Af-
·~ 
' . ·--:-:-.,.:.... I .... ·-..... 
.... ~ ~ ' 
tar the fire ha almost ceases to be human and becomes in-
stead merely a principle, a device to make the story pos-
sible. Crane, perhaps unintentionally, re-enforces this. 
fact by referring f'requently .to Johnson as "itn or "the 
thing" in the later part or the story (see, for example, 
-
·-~pp,.444,460 ,464). Other terms applied to Johnson indicate 
his strange pcosi tion, stereotype and hero. 
The images here broadly classified as stereotyping 
are typically dehumanizing. The least subt-l-e example is 
the common id.entification of a Negro with a "coon" (pp. 
· 434,445). There is also a reference to "the alastici tyt,or 
· his race'' (p.431.) and a reminder that he is descend.ad. from 
• slavery (p •. 441). He, as well as ·th~ Farragut women, is 
like a monkey (p~436), and, accor.ding to Williams, "he's 
crazier, 'n ar loon" .(p .453). He is also one of the most 
~,_o~tstanding- fish int the aquarium that is Whilomville 
··, 
. ' ' . ' ' ' ' 
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(p.434). He "paw[s]" his way through the. smoke of the fire 
(p.440), and after his transformati·on ha "raaise[s] a depra-
.,, 
catory claw''. (p.460). This transformation, of course, oc-
casions the most extensive dehumanizing image, that of the 
monster. Jud.ge Hagenthorpe is the first to use this term·-/ 
( p .448), but eventually almost everyone in the town se_ems 
to think it an accurate one, even Jimmie Trescott, whose 
life had been saved by this "monster" (p.464). 19 
Running counter to this typical pattern of ·d.ehu-
manization is a sat of religious images which set Henry 
·apart as something sacred; whether ~e is considered a per-
son or a principle, he is certainly admirable. The \appa-
rent conflict between these patterns can be resolved par-
tially by noting that most of the animal images above are 
stated by characters, the unadmirable townspeople, and not 
directly by Crane •. 
. . At first, religious terms are applied to Hanry with 
irony and even humor. Jimmie, for example, acts toward 
him "with humility, merely trying to conciliate the saintly 
Henry with acts of deference" (p.432). Then, as Johnson 
~-- primp~ for his a.ate with Bella Farragut, lhe is "like a 
priest arraying himself for some parad.e of the church 
{p.433). And he walks to his· destination accompanied by a ,_ 
chorus of "wondering ejaculation" (p.435). His primping 
~ . 
pays off, and Balla thinks that he is "divine" 1 (p.436) • 
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. .. After the fire and his ·filsfigureI_!lant, __ p.owever, the 
. 
C humor c·eases·, an_~_ the images ci~ad above become· unexpected , .c.1 LI 
foreshadowings of the pattern tha-t follows. When Johnson's 
·death is announced in the local paper, the townspeople. co!y'-
templa_te his memory .with "reverent attention" ( p.~_46), and 
-. Dr·.r:··Trescott keeps a "vigil" over his- living body (p.447). 
The· children of the town react similarly: "The name of 
\..,_ Henry Johnson [becomes] suddenly the title of· a saint to \ 
. 
. 
tl 
the little boys" (p.446). When Hanry is taken out to Alex 
Williams•s house, the deacon (p.~-56) emerges from his home 
muttarit:1g "fervid and polite· ejaculations" (p.~.50). As he 
sees Henry, he bursts out more violently: "'lvla I~ode a' massyt· 
'· 
' 
Who'd ever think? Ma Loda a' massyl ••• Ma Lodet'" {pp.4.50-
, .. 451). These phrases, like the "ejaculations," may.be ·c~n-
sidered to be addressed to an abstract deity, but they also 
fit Johnson, who sacrificed himselr to, save Jimmie., who did / 
sin by destroying a flower in his father's garden and is 
1' banished from it in the first chapter o:f thestory. The I 
parallels to the Christian myth are too striking to be ig-
nored. And' Williams goes on to support this parallel in a 
negative way when he is talking to the judge: u,Plenty cul'd 
people folks up my way say it is a a.evil. • •• 'Taint no devil. 
It ts Hennery Johnson'' (pp .452-453). Mrs. Williams., thinking 
of the 1tro~ble that Henry c·auses· her, "raisa[s] her eyes to 
the ceiling in the supplication of Job" (p.458) -- and . 
.. 
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it W'.&S God who tried the great patience of Job. · The final 
time that Johnson is described, it is as the monster, but 
· he has his eyes turned. toward heaven, and is· "wavirtg its 
.. 
[sic] arms in time to a reli-gious chant" (p.468). 
This pattern of elevating rel1gious images over-
balances the d.agrading pattern. It does for Johnson what 
the ·racts do for Trescott; it forces a reader to admire -a 
self-sacrificing man and to distinguish between physical 
appearance and spiritual value. Such a demand for the 
read.er' s admiration is not typi~al of Crane, but neither 
is a character so deserving of the reader's sympathy. 
Therefore the central characters, as well as the theme of 
"The Monster," vary from Crane's habitual ones. And 
• 
imagery is used rather sparingly in relation to the length 
of the story. Some of it is consistent with the type of 
imagery found elsewhere in the canon, and some,. that re-
' 
tarring to Trescott and. Johnson, .is used subtly and quite 
differently from any other instance in Crane's canon •. This 
difference in the use of imagery helps 'to set apart "The 
---- ~-· 
Monster" as unique in execution and appeal. 
i~ * ·!:· ~:- * 
Most of the other stories about Whilomvilla are 
much lighter ·in subject matter, theme, and tone than are 
''The Monster" and other stories usually considered typical ~ 
or Crane. As a result, the image,ry is correspondingly 
47. 
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less violent for the most part. Some ·-images remain, and 
-are partially functional and partially habitual. 
The best of ·these stories, "His New Mittens"· and 
"The Knife.," present situations which could culminate like 
most ot: Crane's stories; instead the events and language 
are manipulated so that the endings are happy ones. "His 
New Mittens," for example, contains many elements almost 
.;.. 
identical with those in "The Bl:,,ua Hotel'!!: a humming stove 
(p.479), an out~ider (Horace) who wants to prove himself, 
·· a violent snowstorm, and a battle. But the di.fferances 
between the stories are immeasurable. Among the chief dif-
ferences is scale; the small town of Whilomville replaces 
the vast.ness of the Western plains, and. the protagonist is 
., 
a small boy rather than an adul.t. This re duct ion of the 
J 
usual scale contrfbutes greatly to the low-key presenta-
tion of the entire· story. 
In the beginning of the story, a storm is already 
over, and it provides most or the boys with a source of 
:! 
fun, but it is only a source of temptation and frustration 
to Horace. The rest of the boys are having a battle, the 
., 
1 sides being Indians and soldiers. As they play, they are 
"yelling like hawks" (p.475). Horace cannot join the mock 
war because he has been forbidden to wet his new mittens. 
The other boys sense the reason ror-his non-participation 
_an9 forget their forme:r alliances to unite ,.in taunting 
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. • I . • him, thus_, providing what ·coul_d be a b.orrible experience for 
the young ·protagonist. The language used seams to prepare 
.,, 
£or such an experience: . they tease him "to cruel and mono-
tonous music which is perhaps as old as American childhood" 
( p.-475) 1 and "[this] music [has] in it a meaning fro;n the 
moonlit wardrllm:S of chanting cannibals" (.p.476). Sensing 
the danger in the situation, Horace fears they will "dog 
him to his grave" (p.475), but it is a gentle Crane writing ~ 
this story, and the boys turn out to have "only the malevo-
lence of so ,many flitter-haaded sparrows" (p.476). 
But Horace does not realize .how little malice the 
-~ other boys actually have for him. He knows only that he 
/ 
is not one of the group, and t·he loneliness he feels, com-
bined with his .guilt and subsequent resentment at his 
punishment, causes hjm to pity himself and to retreat into 
himself, thus compounding his guilt in his own little way 
because he causes a grJ\ter rupture in human solidarity. 
As has bean seen in the earlier stories, Crane conside.red 
such solidarity one of man's greatest potentials. And 
though "His New Mi ttans" is essentially a light story, this 
-very serious theme is still there . 
Young Horace's guilt in this matter is indicated by 
deh11manizing imagas--the authorial punishment fits the · 
crime. ,~The images at first focus on his heart: "The aspi~ 
••• ·! 
;ation of the criminal ••• B.s] aflame in his heart" ( p.479). J 
·. 
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. (Also, this image relates him to the mechanical since it 
immediately follo~s a description of the humming stove.) 
His mood is ''adamantine" (p.480), li:k.~ his heart, as "his 
.. 
--··"·!¢'!"._,.... 
..-
once tender heart had been turned to stone by her [his 
mother's] injustice" {p.480). And so ha runs away from 
~ home. But he cannot run away from his emotions: "With a 
bursting heart ha tl1.ought of his home and mother. To his f 
·., forlorn vision., they were as far away as heaven11 { p .482). 
J Since he has given in to himself so much and has therefore 
. become so dah1unanizad, ha is a passive victim of the violent 
storra which has started in the meantime, and the wind blows 
him "hither and thither like a ki ta" ( p .482). Fortunately 
for Horace, this story ands happily, however, and the storm 
moves him to the friendly butcher, who t-ake-s~ him home to 
his very worried mother. 
In some ways, "The Knife" resarpblas "His New Mittens." 
Most especially, it contains the potential for a grim con-
clusion but turns out t;o be ironically ·affirmative at the 
e®-~_ This happy_.ending does not result from mere chance, as 
the ending of "His New Mi ttans" almost does, but from a 
1 
very deliberate choice by Alex w111·1ams to return good for 
evil. Also, the irony and ~humor of this story are broader 
than those of the .. earlier one, and the imagery is more com-
plex. 
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Si Bryant, the melon-miser, is always represented. : 
- ' by dehumanizing images,. not so much to ins,ult him as to 
show that he is more important as a principle against which 
--~-
the Negroes act· than as ·a human character. He is "gnarled 
... 
and. strong as an old tree" (p.693); ha has "cold stael-
blu~ eyes". (p.699} and an "oily voice" (p. 700). Since 
Crane finds- the natural world so much more powerful than 
the human, Bryant is certainly a foraj.dabla opponent • 
. /
The Negroes are described almost entirely with ani-
mal images. Some of these are merely descriptive, rather 
than being the traditionally harsh value judgments. Molli.a 
Williams, in a moment tri tar than usual, is a "young Gazelle" 
(p.695). Evan more gentle and good-natured is the descrip-
tion of the Negro community as having nthe genial irrespon-
sibility of a craw of monkeys" (p.694). 
More complex and also more functional is the. imagery 
used for Deacon Alex Williams. The images are from nature, 
but many are biblical allusions, thus fitting the man's 
character and sometimes occupation. He is a "lily of the 
field." (p.695) with "granite integrity" {p.696)-, and ha 
·' 
reflects about a "poor lost lamb of sin" (p.697). The tone 
-of these images is gently ironic, just as i 1n "The Monster" 
Henry Johnson's saintliness is sat up ironically. There 
is a .ravers ion to Craner s "standard" style when Bryant . 
questions Alex and. the latter "quail [s] , " and, finding -~ 
.•.. 
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· himself. in "hot wa tar," begins . to "flo·under and totally 
submerge hims.elf." He also "parrots" one sentence several 
times (all p.700) •. But there is a final·subtlety when Alex 
passes "his·hand·over his wool" (p.700). This'line not 
only_ describes the typical Negro's hair, but also id.anti-
fies Alex 1rrith the "poor lost lamb of sin." He is, of 
course, able to act in a genuinely noble manner despite fl 
his sinful nature. 
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Conclusion . 
----.. :-·-. 
Several· conclus·ions can now be drawn from this study. · 
First, Crane worked with a few basic themes and varied his 
....,a_• 
.settings and plots to emphasize again and again the ideas 
most important to him. Chief among these ideas is that man 
is essentially at odd.s .. with hi·s environment, has to struggle 
against environmental forces to retain his place· in the 
universe,\\;\ and frequently loses this struggle.· Ha loses,· 
says Crane, usually because he does not perceive that the 
essence of human existence is solidarity, a sense of bro-
therhood. Ignorance o·f this primary fact of life consti-
tutes an existential sin which must be expiated. Therefore 
many of Crane's stories are grim because they are tales of 
sin and its subsequent punishment. 
.. Either nature or the social environment is the most 
I .. frequent a~inistrator of this punishment. Usually, since 
Crana does not trust the r~ader enough to draw this conclu-
sion :from the facts of the stories, he re-enforces· his cen-
tral idea with carefully patterned imagery. This imagery· 
is most often ironical in tone and paradoxical in nature. 
For to Crane, man is the measure of all. things, and yet he 
• is pictured as far from ideal. Instead, Crane forces the 
reader to keep in mind a dual concept of man: an ideal 
and an actual. Since man cannot live up to the ideal of 
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strength, power, and domination of all situations as he 
. 
should, his natural powers are transferre~d. to the forces 
·, 
'· .·~ 
that can, the forc~s of ~nvironment. To balance this re-
· · versal, man is compared with many elements of the natural 
and mechanical worlds, and the h~radox is completed • 
Another fact is only implicit in the individual 
studies of the stories above. These stories represent 
·- much of the -best of Crane's -short fiction, but they also 
span his entire writing career. Crane's genius may have 
bean sporadic, but it was also consistent in its own way. 
No one story or even one year of his career can be said to 
be_f' vastly superior to all others. Instead, the line or his 
artistic development runs a rather straight course from the 
early Bowery tales, though it certainly hi ts a peak in "The 
' ! Open Boat" and "The Blue Hotel" and. falls off somewhat in 
the very la~t stories, expacially when they are seen in re-
lation to these masterpieces. 
But the most important conclusion of all concerns 
Crane as only one example in a long line of artists. The 
-<. 
exain-1nation or some of the language in Crane's fiction has 1 
shown that there is mutual interdependence of the language 
,. and the themes; the themes d.atermine the type of imagery 
I 
to be used, and the imagery re-enforces these themes and, 
to soma extent, makes them inevitable. Once again, the 
circle of form and meaning has been brought to completion. 
( ' 
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· ··Notes 
1R. w. Stallman's introduct·i-on to The Red Bade;e of 
Courage_ (Modern Library Edition, 1951) opened the gates to 
the latter approac:·hes by showing that The Rad Bad.gs ~,as 
considerably more than a slice of life and that it was in-
stead an attempt to present a sl·ice of truth through artis-
,,,,, tic manipulation of symbols . and images. A few c_fitic s still 
-consider Crane to be an almost pure naturalist. For -an ex-
ample of this reactionary view, seas. B. Greenfield, "The 
Unmistakable Stephen Crane," PMLA, LXXII (i9$a}, 562-572. 
" 
2An exce·ption to this general rule is his late at-
tempt to write popular romances such as The Third Violet 
( 1897), Active Service ( 1899), and The 0 1 RuddI ( published· 
posthumously ·as finished by Robert Barr, 1903), which have 
remained in deserved obscurity since the initial flurry of·· 
reviews. 
3 R. R. Mal-e, "Introduction" to Crane in American 
Literarz Masters, ad. C.R. Anderson, et al., (New York, 
1965), II, 221. 
4several critics have remarked on this stylistic 
habit of Craner s., though usually 11ithout noting thematic 
1mp,lica~ions. Following are a few examples: 
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"Anything pertaining .to warfare in The Red Badge 
is apt to be visualized in terms of the natural universe,. ·1 
and this universe is constantly personified •• •• ~hasa · meta-
ph.ors and images] are runic signatures which run through · 
the whole body of Crane's writings •••• " {J. W. Schroeder, 
' 
"Stephen Crane E:mbattlad," UKCR, XVII [1950], 124); 
"The pathetic fallacy in its several forms and the 
giving of human qualities to animals are impressionistic 
manifestations in Crane· that represent a reshaping o:f the 
world in accordance with the author's emotional~ convic-
tions ••.•• [crane] can describe the inanimate as though it 
were animate, as though it were capable of the vital action 
of which . human beings are capable ••• " ( J. C. Bushman, The 
.. 
Fiction o( SteRhe~ Crane and its Critics, Unpub. Ph.D. 
Thesis, [Urbana, Illinois, 1943], pp.68-69); 
11:[In The Red Badge], the abundance and patterning~ 
[animal] imagery [and] the consistency with which it is 
used -often [further] his characterization and .Presentation 
of ideas, and [consti"tute] a significant method of communi-
cating meaning" (M. and. E. Marcus, "Animal Imagery in The 
Red Badge of Courage," MLN, LXXIV [1959], 108). , 
5For chronology, I have accepted the first-publica-
tion dates established by T. A. Gullason, ed., The Com-
plete Sh~rt Stories and Sketches of Stephen Crane (New 
... 
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·· \ York, 1963). Page references to .-Crane's work· also refer 
to this edition, and. are noted in the text. 
1,., ..... t 
6An obv-ious and perhaps significant omission is the · 
military segment of Crane's work. The best of these 
.f' ..___ 
stories, such as "An Episode of~"War," "The Upturned Face," 1)-~ 
and "A Mystery of' Heroism," are certainly worth considera-
tion, but, in general, they operate dif farantly from the 
works hare discussed, which are more representative of 
Crane's entire canon. Hazarding a- guess for this differ-
ence would be just that--a guess. The early and most fa-
mous treatment of war, The Red Bad~a, was written before 
) 
Crane had seen any action at all and in style closely re-
• sembles the- rest of his work {s.ae, for example, the Marcus 
study cited above). But later, after Crane had experienced 
the hardships of battle, he abandoned many of his customary 
rhetorical devices when he wrote about them, preferring to 
write in flat, almost unemotional, sentences, allowing the •. . 
events to present their own grim ironies. This pattern, 
of course, does not mean~that Crane never used a charac-
teristic metaphor in a war story, or that he never wrote an 
unadorned sentence in other tales, but only that the general 
styles are d.ifferent enough to warrant separate studies. 
7 . R. W. Stallman, ed., Stephen Crane: Stories and 
Tales (New York, 1952), p.9. 
..·,. 
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9Ibid. ,"' p.10. See also his "Stephen Crane: A Be-
. ' ' 
·evaluation" in J. w. Al.dridge, ed., Critiq_l!~s a~d ~ssais 
on Modern Fiction, 1920-1951 (New York, 1952), p.246. 
'.·.·.~ 
lOFor whatever the information may be worth, the rea-
der may be interested in knowing that Crane was consciously 
trying to assign this -·-great power to environment. For ex-
., ample, his inscription in Hamlin Garland's copy of Magsie 
reads, in part: 
It tries to show that envirorunent is· a tremendous 
\ I 
C 
thing in the world. and. fre·quantly shtpe s lives 
regardless. If one proves that theory, one makes 
room in heaven for all sorts of souls (notably an 
occasional street girl) who are not confidently, 
' 
expected to be there by many people. {Quoted by 
J. Katz, ''The Maggie Nobody Knows," MFS, XII 
[1966], 204.) 
, 
W. Sutton, "Pity and Fear in I The Blue Hotel'" AS, 
IV (1952), 78, offers a helpful explanation of this para-
doxical view of the cosmos: 
'·~ '··~' 
r: 
[Naturalistic] wri tars ••• have seen man as finite 
and usually helpless in the grip of larger forces, 
yet able ••• to perceive an ideal scale of values 
by whic.h his imper_fact world is measured. .The 
- - ' ' ' . . :• .. ·, ··.... . .... "' ' . ' .' . -----, ··:. 
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very emphasi~ on pessimi-stic determinism--
operating as it does primarily.in a social con-
taxt--paradoxically sugge·st~ a comprehension of 
man's ·predicament and a _protest against it in 
which may be read an unquenchable insistence that. 
the values of will and reason and love still have 
meaning in an apparently meaningless universe· and 
a suggestion that thesa values may contribute to 
the improvement of man's social ·predicament. 
11Interestingly, Crane had thought in similar terms 
long before he had ever seen the Connnodore or draame d of 
"The Open Boat." In a very early story; "The Captain" 
(1892), he writes, "The wind is strong enough now to make 
the boat leap like a racehorse. .She occasionally takes a 
dive and throws bucketfuls of water on the deck" (p.88). 
Also, though its setting is more domestic and its overall 
-
tone more gentle, ''The Reluctant Voyagers n ( 1893?) bears 
a striking similarity, mostly in plot, t.d" the later and 
better story. 
12Much critical ink has· been spilled. just on the theme 
r, 
of "The Blue Hotel. n The critics fall into two basic 
groups, those who feel that the Swede brought his dea~h on 
~ ... ·i. ~" .-,.- ... 
himself by his own actions (and therefore that the final 
section of the s-tory J!hould have ·been omitted), ·and those 
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who feel that the action is completely determined by forces 
' . 
superior to man. For examples of the former, .see E. H. 
Ca:dy, Stephen. Crane, The Twayne Uni tad States Authors Sarie,s, •, 
New York., 1962,, p.93; W. H.'· Gibson, "Introduction, n in The 
Red Badge ·or Courage and Selected Prose and Poetry-, New York, 
1950, 1956, p~xiv; Greenfield, p.568; and Stallman, "Ra-
valuation,n p.258. Members of the latter group include 
R. F. Glecknor, nstaphen Crane and the Wonder of Man's Con-
ceit,~,, J.V]F1S, V (1959), 271-281; H. Hartwick, Th(f Foreground 
of American Fiction, New York, 1934, pp.27-28; and J. N • 
. Sattarwhi ta, "Stephen Crane's 'The Blue Hotel' : The Failure 
of Understanding," :Mf:i1S, II (1956-1957), 238-241. ,. My own 
feelings are aligned more with th~ latter group than with 
the former. But I would not dismiss completely the Swede's 
own responsibility. At best, he cooperates with the forces 
(.,.._,,, .. 'J. 
that lead him to his death. 
The images in this story are very striking, and have 
not passed unnoticed. Satterwhite and Glecknor, for ex-
ample, both treat some aspects of ~ha imagery; J. B. Cox, ~, 
"Stephan Crane as Symbolic Naturalist: An Analysis of 'The 
.Blua Hotel,'" MFS,, III (1957),·147-158, is an almost ex-' 
hanstiva study of this aspect of the story. It is inevi-
table that· my examples and. soma of ~my conclusions coineide 
with some of these men's, and a complete li~ting of simi-
larities (not borrowings) would only be painful for all 
~ / ... 
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- concerned. The chief' difference between my stti.dy and Cox's 
is indicated in his title; ha is interested. in Sytllbo_ls 
. .,, 
rather t_b!ln si~ply images. · As s~ch, his study is of neces-. 
sarily wider scope. Also, he pushes some things.further 
than I choose to. 
. f: 
13My selection of stories about Whilomville does not 
1 / represent accurately the contents of this volwne. Of the 
l,l 
I three stories discussed, only "The Knife" appeared in~ ·the 
c.ollection, though "!!is New Mittens" well could have, be-
cause of its similarity to the othe~ stories in subject 
matter and tone. "The Monstartt is completely different, 
' despite the setting and the characters. T.he stories I have 
chosen simply represent very different. aspects of the sup-
posedly same town. 
'j 
ll+see 8ta1iman, stories aI!_d T_ales, pp.318-319. 
15see, for example, Gullason, "The Symbolic Unity of 
'The Monster,'" MLN, LXXV (1960), 663-668, who views so-
ciety as the monster and the anti-heroic central character;. 
and also J. Berryman, Stephen Crane ( New York, 1960), pp. 
192-193, who sunrm.arizas the point neatly: 
-. . 
~ .. 
It is • • • a social study, in which the Anfa-
gonist is not implied as in Ma£igie., nor, ~n- ·---. 
terior ',as in The Red. ·~a.dge of' Courage, nor 
· .. 
-~. 
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natural· and fatal as in "The ·open Boat," but 
· human, mul tipla ,'., dramatic •••• [r] t studies not 
ona individual or two, and a dog or a horse, 
but an entire community; Negroes and whites, 
doctors, a _judge, a police chief, wives,· boys, 
a barber, loungers, girls. And the emphasis 
over this range is even, never spasmodic as . 
one might have expected. 
l6A valid objection to this point is the case of the 
oiler in 11 Tha Open Boat," but even his case is somewhat 
diff'erent. In "The Open Boat" we focus our attention pri-
marily on the oiler' a action itself, and the story ends 
when his act has been completed. But in "The Monster" the 
heroic acts themselves are of only momentary concern. Far 
more important here are the various reactions to these 
acts. 
17 See Bushman, p.68. 
l8It is beyond the scope of this study, but there is 
a striking similarity between this passage, which explains 
the metamorphosis of Henry, and the Genesis story of the 
fall of Adam and Eve, which changed them so drastically. 
In Crane's stor_y, the snake is the principal agent of cor-
ruptio.n in a garden of blooming flames and turns the once 
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spectacularly groomed. and much admired Negro into an out-:. 
cast. The main difference ~-n the acc,ounts, of course, is ·;~ 
in the spiri~ual-physical contrast; yet the reiigious 
terms applied to Henry make this parallel most attractive. 
19on the proper application of' this term, see Gullason, 
"The Symbolic Unity of 'The Monster, r II who argues ~onvin-
cingly that the -~tory is concerned ultimately with the mon-
strosity of the town and not that of Johnson. 
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. In .Boston, on May .24, 1943, I was born the .fifth 
of six children ·to Edna R. and the late Walter A. Dullea. 
Since that time, my permanent home has been with my family 
in r1il1ton, Massachusetts. Through the eighth grad.a, I at-
tam.ded public schools in Milton and then want to Archbishop 
~ 
Williams High School in Braintree, Massachusetts. I then 
went to Boston College on a Presidential Schol0.rship, 
majored in English, and received. my A. B., cwn lauds, in 
1965. From September, 1965, to June, 1967, I was a gradua~e 
assistant in the English:1 Department of Lehigh University, 
teaching freshman English while taking courses toward a 
Master of Arts degree in English. As of 'September, 1967, 
I will be a grad.uate instructor at Syracuse University, 
teaching freshmen and studying for a Doctor of Philosophy 
degree in English. 
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